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How Enfusion powers  fund launches
Enfusion is the leading choice for emerging fund 
managers, having powered 68 launches around the 
globe in 2020, while 50% of the largest hedge fund 
launches in H1 2020 were Enfusion clients, as outlined 
by HFM. Enfusion provides the flexible foundations  
for future growth, removing the need to upgrade 
solutions as your business or investment strategy 
evolves. Natively cloud-based and multi-asset and 
multi-strat, our software allows you to enter new 
markets with ease. And, because all aspects of Enfusion 
are synchronized across a single book of records, your 
teams benefit from one simultaneous, firm-wide view  
of the real-time status of your investment operations.  

We’re confident that Enfusion is the last platform you’ll 
ever implement. Not only because its functionality and 
performance scale and grow alongside your ambitions 
and needs, but Enfusion seamlessly delivers automatic 
weekly enhancements and updates—no upgrades or   
re-implementations required. Newly-founded hedge 
fund Force Hill Capital Management wanted to launch 
its first fund within a matter of months. Its small team  
of investment and finance experts wanted to get 
up and running quickly with minimal operational 
overhead while avoiding complex and costly 
infrastructure decisions. 

CHALLENGES & SOLUTIONS

Challenges How Enfusion Can Help

Limited time

Turnkey solution for day one and day 365 and beyond minimizes time spent  
on technology and operations

�Front-to-back�office�solution�that�can�tailor�to�your�strategy�and�timeline� 
for launch, with an average implementation time of 6-8 weeks

Streamline  
or stay in  
control of costs

One,�single�powerful�platform�with�front-to-back-office�workflow�enables�
significant�cost�savings�through�streamlined�tech�investment

Cloud-based = no hosting or backup costs

�Native-cloud�=�unified�systems,�data,�and�information�and�simplified�workflow�
and collaboration

�Managed�Services�for�your�middle�and�back�office�allows�you� 
to�convert�fixed�costs�to�variable�giving�you�flexibility�for�growth



CHALLENGES & SOLUTIONS

Challenges How Enfusion Can Help

Pursue new  
opportunities without 
operational/technology 
headaches

 Supports global, multi-asset, multi-strategy natively within one platform

 Enables funds to move into new markets or asset classes with agility  
and speed

�Allows�you�to�redeploy�staff�to�value-added�tasks�rather�than�dealing� 
with operations or technology integrations and upgrades

Gain investors’  
confidence and trust

De facto choice for new launches

 Robust compliance engine with real-time monitoring with hundreds  
of pre-populated and customizable rules

Proven and institutional-grade

�Comprehensive�controls,�transparency�and�reporting�for�investors’�benefit

�Prepare�your�firm�to�fulfill�any�and�all�investor�due�diligence�requirements,�
including pre-trade compliance, risk management, investor reporting and  
shadow accounting

Uncertain market 
conditions

Built�for�flexibility�and�agility

�Can�quickly�scale�up�or�down�and�adapt�to�any�changing�environment—shifting�
market conditions, new trading strategies, higher trading volumes

�High-touch�support�model�with�follow-the-sun�support�from�nine�global�offices� 
for fast, responsive resolutions

Complex risk  
and regulatory  
pressures

Enterprise-wide, real-time view into your fund

Seamlessly manage risk and regulatory needs through robust controls

Single,�unified�view�across�the�enterprise�allows�for�better�risk�management�and�
regulatory control
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480%
480% increase in 
technology staff over  
three years (November 
2017—November 2020)

99%
customer retention  
rate  in 2020

370%
370% increase in R&D 
spending over three years 
(November 2017—November 
2020)

16
Won 16 of 20 most notable 
hedge fund launches in 
2019 as ranked by HFM

600+
Enfusion powers over 600+ 
global investment firms

79
Powered 79 new launches 
in 2020 alone and 94 YTD 
in 2020

According to Aite, 
Enfusion is a Best in Class 
Solution and Top Rated 
for Client Support for two 
years in a row (2019-2020)

KEY FEATURES

Global Multi-Asset Execution Management System: 
Streamline execution workflows and empower traders 
with direct FIX connectivity 

Order Management System: Leading compliance 
technology, flexible quantity calculators, intelligent 
allocation schemes and intuitive rebalancing workflows

Portfolio Management System: Trade-based 
architecture, pre-populated security master, 
comprehensive operational tools and real-time 
reporting views

Valuation and Risk: Transparent, real-time  
and historical data with ‘what-if’ scenarios

General Ledger: Complete set of books and records 
and automated postings of debits and credits for all 
securities and cash events directly from the portfolio 
management system

Reconciliations: Proactively monitors accuracy 
of trades, positions and cash balances across 
counterparties

Reporting: Any-time, anywhere access to real-time, 
historical and custom reporting across all business 
areas

Managed Services: Bolsters investment operations with 
a highly skilled team of middle- and back-office experts 
to help solve for cost pressures, resource drains and 
growthtime, historical and custom reporting across all 
business areas

ENFUSION AT A GLANCE*

*As of January 2021
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BUILT FOR THE CLOUD,  
BUILT FOR SCALE

One unified platform empowers you with better 
decision-making through a powerful real-time view

The choice is clear.
Learn more about the advantages of a front-to-back technology and 
services framework that gives investment managers the freedom to 
focus on performance. Talk to Enfusion today.

hello@enfusion.com 
enfusion.com

+1 917 410 7521
+44 20 4506 7007
+852 3892 8410
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EMEA
APAC
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Real time view of entire 
front-to-back operation

All teams operate 
in concert
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PMS OEMS ACCOUNTING & GL ANALYTICS

MANAGED SERVICES

Enfusion
One unified system, one golden 

source of data


